nodes that interact via messages exchanged over communication channels linking these nodes into one functional entity.
There are many ways of interconnecting the computational nodes, the Hypercube and Cosmic Cube, have adopted a regular interconnection pattern corresponding to a binary ll-dimensional cube, while MAX adopts a less structured, yet unspecified topology. Binary /1.-cubes have been extensively studied mainly because of the nice properties of their structure. Recently, other more efficient topologies have been proposed, an example being the k-ary II-CUbeS ([9] ). The networks we consider in this paper are a unification of most of these topologies under a single class.
Hypercycles
[11]- [14] can be considered as products of "basic"
graphs. The set of component "basic" graphs are circulants [5] , ranging in complexity from simple rings to fully connected graphs.
Hypercycles are generalizations of many popular interconnection networks including binary n-cubes, k-ary "-cubes, generalized hypercubes 141, rings, toruses, etc.
Many properties and algorithms used for example in routing and processor allocation can be extended to the entire class of hypercycles making it possible to choose a topology that best suits the system requirements of a specific class of applications.
In this work. we are examining the problem of processor allocation for hypercycle-based multiprocessors.
A number of different allocation strategies have been proposed for the hypercube multiprocessors Chen and Shin [6) proposed a strategy that searches a list of allocation bits corresponding to the nodes of the multiprocessor. Nodes whose addresses have identical most significant bits, belong to the same subcube and can be allocated to a request. The allocation strategy is similar to the well known buddy-strategies. and has been proven to he statically optimal. The use of gray codes to form the addresses of n(Jdes 161 doubles the number of recogniled subcubes over the buddy strategy. The authors also proposed the utilization of more than one distinct gray codes to recognize more subcubes, 0( L..i2j )
heing Ihc number of gray codes necessary to recognize all the possible suhcubes in an "-CUbe. This strategy of performing a linear search ov.:r a li"t of :?" allocation bits has a complexity of ()( ./..2" ) if ~. gray cod.:, ar.: employed. Another family of bit-mapped strategieĩ s gi\'.:n ill I~I allowing a more complex search over the allocation bit~. r.:,ultlnl:! in impro\'ed subcube recognition Th.: simplest of th.:
algorithm" r.:cognizes ( " -./.. + 1) as many ~.-subcubes as the buddy strat.:gy d(Jes and has an estimated complexity of 0( 112" ) in the worst case. The extended buddy tree strategy presented in ( I] genaralizes some of the search strategies presented in I~I by controling how deep in the buddy tre.: the search for a free subcube is allowed to proceed.
Mutliple lists, as a means for parallel allocation, are also suggested in ( II and complete subcube recognition can be had by adjusting the number of tree~ each processor is responsible for, and the search depth parameter. A best-/it allocation is also considered in [ I ) .
A strategy that does not utilize allocation bits was proposed in Finding an MSS is proved in [15] to be NP-hard so approximating algorithms were proposed that reduce the complexity to 0( n2n ) in the worst case. The free-Iist strategy proposed in [16] = 3. belong to the same fragment. We denote a fragment as
In Fig In interconnection networks, deadlocks must be prevented or J avoided. Routing such as the e-cube, which is applicable to hyj=k.1..-1 ,1}.
pecubes. prevents deadlocks by ordering the resources (i.e., communication links) to be allocated and preserving the order during Definition 5: The fragments {bnlt"-I'..bk l'jA+I*kl,jk+1 E allocation. Also, various forms of two-phase locking [22] can be { 0. 1. ...'II A+ I -1} } that comprise the fragment oF( Itn bn -I. ..bA+;! ) employed which avoid deadlocks dynamically by forcing a blocked are called buddies.
path to backoff [7] . Definition 6: A subgraph is closed under the hypercycle routing
We have developed a number of backing-off and backtracking as defined above, iff all the intermediate nodes required to complete strategies applicable to the entire class of hypercycles. In addition, we a path between a source and a destination are nodes of the subgraph. have generalized a form of the e-cube routing and made it applicable Allocating closed potions of a graph ensures locality of communito a subset of the hypercycles which includes hypercubes, generalized cation, i.e., all the links needed to form a path between a source and hypercubes, some k-ary n-cubes and some dense rings and toruses. a destination are inside the allocated subgraph. This way, tasks do The first-fit allocation strategy searches the list until it discovers a region of unallocated processors corresponding to a fragment with a size equal to that of the request. If such a region is found, the corresponding allocation bits are set to I, and the strategy tries to accommodate a subsequent request. The allocation bits are cleared as soon as the job assigned to the corresponding nodes is terminated.
In detail, with reference to a hypercycle, the first-fit allocation strategy can be described as follows. (m + 1)lfjl -1] are zeroes. and set all the allocation bits in this region to I.
3) Allocate nodes with addresses in the region to request I J .
2) Processor Relinquishment:
I) Reset the allocation bits of the released region to zero.
The first-fit strategy has worst-case complexity of 0( ,W) where ,\I is the number of processors in the hypercycle. This is because every allocation bit is checked only once and at most all the M allocation bits have to be checked. while the size of ",+1 Ij I is 1".+1 {jll = mk X mk-l X. ..X m I.
T"('(lrelll I : The tirst.fit allocation strdtegy is statically optimal.
Pr ( Also. the number of nodes allocated plus the number of nodes still unallocated li.e.. in holes) equals the total number of nodes in the network. that is.
..=1 .. were k < rk an The first-fit allocation as described in Section Ili-A above is In case of full connectivity, i.e. Pk = 1III k /21. then necessarily statically optimal, but it allocates processors in fragments. These lk ~ ~k = ilk ~ rk. Thus I:. E S(bnbn-l. ..bk+I[IA. rkIJ always. fragments (depending on the population of nodes in each dimension) . offer a limited way to partition the hypercycle, and thus waste
The nonstatically optimal first-fit allocation, searches a list of resources by allOCating the next larger fragment to a given request.
linearly arranged nodes of the hypercycle, in a similar fashion as the The next larger fragment is normally larger than twice the size of the first-fit discussed in Section m-A above. It searches the allocation list immediately smaller fragment.
until it discovers a region of unallocated processors corresponding to In order to alleviate this problem, we are proposing a nonstatically the smallest segment capable of accommodating the request. If such a optimal first-fit allocation strategy which can allocate portions of a region is found, the corresponding allocation bits are set to I, and the fragment (called segments). In this section, we shall describe the strategy tries to accommodate a subsequent request. The allocation nonstatically optimal first-fit allocation strategy, and show that this bits are cleared as soon as the job assigned to the corresponding strategy is not statically optimal. Yet, simulations as presented in nodes is terminated. Section V, have determined that it outperfonns the optimal first-fit:
In detail, the nonstatically optimal first-fit allocation strategy can allocation under dynamic loading, while retaining similar complexity.
be described as follows. Note that since all the allocation bits may~ be recongizable (as a fragment), if the factors of ;\1 were permuted equest equence 1 1 2 2 2 as M = mn-1 X 111n-2 X ...X ml x mn. Fig.3 .
Counter example for the nonstatically optimal first-fit strategy. In general, k '*'s can occur in any of the n positions in a subgraph's address. Suppose that the ith placement of these k '*'s occurs in the be checked, the worst case complexity of the algorithm is, as in the positions described by the set p~ , that is, p~ is the set of positions first-fit case, 0( -\1).
where a ,*, has replaced an address digit. good dynamic performance. The nonstatically optimal fir!'t-fit stral.:gy with the subsequent list unlil an unallocated region is found \\r th.:
is expected to perform much better than the statically optimal first-fit a\'ailable lists are exhausted-All the lists are mapped 10 Ih.: 'ams tategy simply because it partitions the hypercycle in small.:r ptlnions. sequence of allocation bitsand is less redudant for the case where requests do n<11 m;llch th.: In using several lists. holes which appear separate in (\ne 11'1.
size of frgaments. This is indeed the case as it will be dem(lnstrat.:d may combine to produce a larger hole in another lisl. anJ Ihu, through simulations in Section V; the nonstatically optimal strategy accommodate a larger request. One such example of the use of Ih.:
achieves superior results as compared to the first-fit allocation in terms permuted basis is given in Fig. 4 . As it can be seen. a r.:qu.:,t for of delay. Note, also, that the nonstalically optimal first-fit startegy Ihree nodes cannot be allocated since the unallocated n<1des 1111 1(1 reduces exactly to the first-fit startegy when the sizes of the requesls 2!1 do not constitute a hole under the original (unpermuted) has IS match those of fragments. (Fig. 4 (b». On the other hand. if the search is extended to include the list associated with the clock-wise rotation, the above three n<1des
IV. PERMUTING THE HYPERCYCLE B,\SIS are combined into a hole (Fig. 4(c Moreover, the incorporation of the additionalli~t(s). does not alter Conversely, assume that any (1 fragments of the form F, = the static optimality of the strategy since any sequence of requests I:. 1:.-1 ...!l *~-l, i = 0,1,2. II -I. map into the fragment with a total size being less than or equal to the size of the hypercycle .l. = .r" .I." -I. ...l"~+1 *~. Then obviously the" -I la~t digit, map can be accommodated according to the first-fit strategy as discussed into the" last positions. Thus 1!" is a generalized shift.
in Section IlI-A, by using the original allocation list. .
Obviously. one needs to choose permutations so that the total Theorem 5: In unifoffil »-dimensional hypercycles. the onl~ ~en-numer of recognized fragments is maximized. This is done when eralized shift that maps a collection of 1I1 fragments of size 11I \ -; -permutations that have no fragment in common are used. Let the unwhich are not buddies in the original permutation, into a fragpeffiluted basis be called original pennutation.
We have the following ment of size m ~, " = 1,2, ...II is the clock-wise rotation;; = lemma.
( n n-1 n-2 .I ) . The results of these experiments are presented in Figs. 5-9 and (Figs. 5 and 6 ). one can surmise that the nonstatically optimal first-fit Tables I-IV. allocation has a better performance as compared to the first -fit. This is [5, 8) 
